
We surveyed 100+ Qualia Marketplace users nationwide to learn 
in-depth about how Marketplace has transformed the way they manage 

vendors. The numbers shared here are the results of this survey. 

B Y  T H E  N U M B E R S

Log in to one system to search for high 
quality vendors

Process more title searches faster with centralized, 
easy-to-use order placement 

Improve quality of service with more predictable, 
on-time closings

Reduce the amount of time your team spends 
inputting title search information by 80%

Reducing the time it takes to order and receive back title searches and other 
services makes a meaningful difference on your time to close.

Imagine how much more business you could take on if your teams were able to 
increase output by 7 more orders per month per processor without the need to 
hire additional personnel.

Processors can handle 
an average of 7 more 
orders per month

Turn time per closing 
was reduced by an 
average of 4 days with 
Marketplace

Processors enter data 5x faster with Qualia Marketplace

93% percent of survey respondents reported they were confident in the 
predictability of vendor turn times in Qualia Marketplace

Prior to Marketplace, survey respondents relied on word of mouth, 
Google, and/or their underwriter to find high quality vendors

Lenders, real estate agents and consumers all expect predictability when it comes to 
closing timelines. To deliver best-in-class service, you need vendors who are able to 
provide predictable turn times on closing services.

If you’re processing 500 closings per month and saving 40 minutes per file, your team 
could save 333 hours per month. 

Many respondents to the survey reported they’ve completely eliminated the time it 
takes to enter this information because requirements and exceptions are automatically 
added to the commitment. 
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